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And just like that 2021 is almost over!  Hard to believe it’s already September and only 1 round left at Lakeside 

Raceway on the 19th of September. 

We have another bumper issue prepared we catch up with new 250 Inter Driver Ewen Burg after his debut at 

Round 4 and the baptism of fire he had jumping into the deep end of Superkarts.  

Team Jamieson Racing catch us up on the work they’ve been doing over the last 8 months running 3 karts and 

getting a Dyno up and running has seen them flat out.   

Full race report written by Marilyn Weier from Round 4 at Queensland raceway on the 21st and 22nd of August, 

was a fantastic weekend’s racing and great to have it back over 2 days allowing more social time in between 

heats. 

The Trophy Gala night has been pushed back until the 30th of October at the Geebung RSL.  Starting at 6pm.  Send 

us an email and let us know if you are planning to attend! Looking forward to a fun night celebrating all things 

Superkarting!. 

• $60/head for a 3 course meal  

• Raffle Prizes (if you have anything to donate as a Raffle Prize please let me know) 

The Pacific Superkart Challenge is fast approaching November at Morgan Park Raceway 21st and 22nd get 

organised and lets top the year off with a bang! There is $1000 in cash prizes on offer.  If you have any questions 

etc about what’s required to go racing at Morgan Park let us know.  

Our friends at Xtreme Karting Pimpama have an E-petition up see link below regarding the issues they are dealing 

with atm.  if you could take the time to sign it and help them in their plight to get their facility back up and 

running it would be much appreciated. Note it is open to QLD Residents only. 

https://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/Work-of-the-Assembly/Petitions/Petition-

Details?id=3604&fbclid=IwAR36c85w2afgBfRcVxmHGFkACz76iY4pOVdsNFivNKHnMps5Qkexi8fN-H0 

Hope you enjoy another jam-packed newsletter from the Queensland Superkart Club. 

President 

Timothy Weier 



Round 4 Queensland Raceway 21st-22nd August   2021 

Written by: Marilyn Weier  Photo Credit: Action Sports Photography Australia 

Qualifying 

Round 4, or maybe it should have been renamed the on, off and on again Round. Originally ours on the QR 

calendar we then lost it to the V8's and given a date for two weeks earlier.  No racing was done that weekend due 

to then a Covid Lockdown and then we were given back this date again when the V8's weren't able to come to 

Queensland and instead of being a one day meeting it was spread over two.   

 A beautiful sunny day saw the Superkarts take to the 

track for qualifying. Tim Weier was running in a piston 

but once this was done set the fastest time to put his 

kart on Pole. He found the track a bit slippery and 

made some minor adjustments.  Ewan Burg was next 

on the grid and a new Club member.  He comes from 

Endro Karts as well as Extreme Karting. He has always 

loved speed and saw the Superkarts race about 15 

years ago and knew he wanted do it one day.  He took 

up an option on a 250cc Twin owned by Lee Swindle. 

This kart had been sitting in a shed for the last 7 years 

and so he has spent the last 8 months rebuilding 

everything. At this point though he is more looking for seat time and learning to get him ready to do more serious 

racing next year.  Steve Cloake discovered after his Kart wouldn't start for the 3rd race in the last round that it 

had seized when he forgot to Loctite the bolt holding the power valve assembly together.  The bolt from it went 

into the piston and seized it. Fortunately, it only seized one of the pistons. While qualifying he thought he had 

seized it again. After running in the new piston, he was lacking power but was relieved to find he had a loose fuel 

line and so it was only starved for fuel.  Brock Nicholas in his PVP 250 Inter was gridded behind Steve and was 

happy with how everything was running.   

 

Doug Amiss and Tim Philp had their 125cc National Karts 

running well, with Doug just qualifying ahead of Tim.  

Chyrss, the only Jamieson running this weekend was just 

behind them but felt his kart was lacking power.  Didn't 

know why, felt he just had to suck it and see if any 

adjustment would help. After been missing from the grid for 

a couple of race meetings because of work commitments 

Todd Bothamley was back and set the next fastest time. 

This is only his second time at this track and was looking to 

find the best way around it and better his times.   Greg and 

Kyle's Karts had spent the time between Round 3 and 4 in  



Tim W shed and they worked with Tim and Bernard  on many weekend’s as well as time spent during the week by 

Tim, to get them ready. Greg went out in qualifying and set a time that was just behind Todd so was happy with 

that.    Greg and Kyle. along with Tim and Bernard were at QR Friday to test to make sure they were going and 

found more problems.  Out on the track Kyle's kart started missing, but a changed Rectifier appeared to fix this, 

and Greg had a broken earth wire, handling problems and had left his choke on.  These problems all appeared to 
be sorted by the end of the day. However, Saturday morning, Kyle’s engine refused to fire and so he spent 

qualifying and the time to the first race along with help from, Bernard, Tim, Craig and Greg changing back to the 

rectifier that didn't want to work on Friday, put in a new wiring loom, they also felt the kill switch was faulty. They 
were able to get it sorted for the first round and fixed later in the day.   Liam was on old tyres and was only able 

to post a time of 1.25. Paul Davis burnt his clutch on the out lap and was out for the day.  

Peter had used the time between Rounds to change his smashed engine from Round 3 to his spare engine and set 

the fastest time in the NGB Light Class.  David in his NGB Heavy was right behind him.   Paul was happy with 

qualifying as was Ben who set a PB of 1.27.9 before breaking his chain on the last lap. Jeff Cook had brake issues 

and couldn't set a good lap and Amber Bothamley was also struggling to set a fast time and qualified just behind 

Jeff.  Leighton was missing for this round due to a 

broken finger.  

Another new member, Ricky Keane rolled out for 

qualifying in an 85cc kart, although he is looking to 

upgrade to a 125cc.  Ricky has come from Motorcross 

and decided he wanted to do his racing lying down after 

breaking so many bones he needs a letter to get him 

through Airport security.  He found it a bit slippery but 

looking forward to racing.    

250cc Internationals and National 

Race 1 Tim had pole, but the outright power of Ewan's Twin engine saw him pass Tim by the first corner.  Tim 

closed up on him by the end of the back straight but Ewan held him off till lap 3 where he passed him  between 

turn 1 and 2. Once past him Tim held Ewan out till on the last lap when Tim opted not dive bomb a couple of 

Rotaxs into turn 6 who were dicing in front of him. Ewan took the opportunity to stick his nose in and was able to 

use his extra horsepower to drag Tim down the straight to take the chequered flag and the overall win.  Steve 

was circulating around behind them but was struggling to get power out of the corners.  On the 2nd last lap Doug 

in his 125cc arrived on him through turn 5 with more speed than Steve. He tried to go down the inside but they 

connected.  Doug was able to keep going with only tyre marks on his side pod Steve spun off and was out for the 

rest of the weekend when it appeared damage had been down to his gearbox as he was unable to change gears.  

Brock spent  a couple of the earlier laps mixing it up with the 125cc's before putting some distance on them. 

Towards the end of the race he found he was unable to change gears as he went down the main straight, 

fortunately a bit of wiggling got it to sort out and he was able to continue around and pick up 3rd.    

Race 2 Ewan had pole for the 2nd race and lead Tim into the first corner. Tim stuck his nose up beside him down 

the back straight but couldn't hold him through turn 3. Ewan then spun off at turn 4 when his balaclava impeded  



his vision. He then waited until it was safe to come back on the track but this gave Tim too good a lead and he 

was able to cruise around and pick up the overall win as well as the win in his class. Brock mixed it up again with 

the 125cc's for the first couple of laps before putting a gap on them to and pick up another 3rd in his class.  

Race 3 Sunday saw another beautiful sunny day with only blue skies.   Ewan had also experienced clutch 

problems in the 2nd race on Saturday.  He tried bleeding them Sunday morning, but it didn't fix the problem, but 

he was able to get a push start from Liam and once 

running he could race.  Tim had poll but Ewan's extra 

horsepower saw him take the lead by the 1st corner.  

Tim hung in there and had him back through the 4th 

corner and it looked like it was going to be a good race 

between the two of them when Ewan pulled into the 

pits, his wheel nuts had come loose. This left Tim to 

circulate around taking both win in class as well as 

overall win. Brock changed his head inserts before this 

race but forgot to retighten it.  The coolant hose came 

off on the warm up lap and pulled off at Corner two.  

Race 4  

Ewan's wheels coming loose had damaged both the hub and the wheel.  Fortunately he had a spare hub and with 

a loan of two wheels from Tim he was back out for the 4th heat.  Another push start from Liam, but this time a 

push from Bernard to get his kart momentum and then Liam pushing him got him going again creating less stress 

on Liam's clutch.  Tim was again on pole and for the first couple of laps it looked like we were in for a good race 

when Ewan passed Tim by turn one but Tim was back in front out of turn 2.  Ewans horsepower would get him 

back in front but his tyres were lacking grip and Tim got back in front of him on turn 4 and appeared to be headed 

for another outright win when with one and a half laps to go, going through turn three a head stud snapped 

causing a coolant leak and he pulled off the track.  Ewan lack of grip on his tyres made him feel like he was 

drifting not racing but he was able to finish the race.   

125cc 

Race 1 Chryss's tweaking after qualifying 

and making sure the round pegs were in 

the round holes saw improvement in his 

times and he joined Doug and Tim P to 

diced for the lead in this class with only 

split seconds separating them. This close 

racing was made a little bit more 

interesting by  Brock in his 250cc Twin also 

mixed it up with them for a few laps before 

pulling away.  Doug was in front on the 6th 

lap and looked like he could go on to win it 

when arrived at  turn 5 and found Steve in  



the middle of it and struggling to find power to get out of corners.  Doug tried to go down the inside of him but  

they connected. Doug was able to continue on and finish but this allowed Tim get the lead back and cross the 

finish line ahead of Chryss and Doug.     Greg and Liam circulated around behind them with Greg feeling his kart 

wasn't handling well and used the time between races  to realigned the front of his Kart.  All the hard work done 

on Kyle's kart after qualifying paid off and he was able to make it out and finish,  although back from the rest of 

the 125's. Todd lost it through turn 4  on the 3rd lap and sat the rest of the race. 

Race 2 Doug, Tim and Chryss took up where they had left off in the first race and entertained us with more close 

racing .with Brock again in amongst them for the first couple of laps before he was able to put a gap on them. 

With one lap to go Doug thought he had it won but was baulked by Jeff in his NGB Light and this allowed both 

Tim and Chryss to get past him for a repeat of the first race placings.   Todd had a moment on the first lap and so 

was playing catch up for most of the race.  With one lap to go he caught up with Liam who was still struggling for 

speed with his old tyres and they had a coming together and they both spun off and DNF’d.  Kyle camber bar 

broke during this race but he was able to continue on and finish the race.   Greg made it out for the warm up lap 

but his throttle cable snapped at the start. He was able to do a quick left turn back into the exit of the pits and 

with some duct tape and zip ties he was able to do a temporary repair and get back out. He was a couple of laps 

down but happy to finish.  He thought his surge problem had come back and was relieved to see when he came 

back into the pits that he had left his choke open.. Despite all of this he bettered his best time by 2 seconds. 

Race 3 Sunday morning and it appeared Doug 

had found some extra speed over night as he got 

away to a good start and stretched the gap to 

Tim and Chryss but commented after the race it 

was a bit boring. Tim followed him around but 

couldn't challenge for the lead with Chyrss just 

behind him and was looking for some youth juice 

to put in his tank when he came back to the pits. 

Greg stalled his engine in marshalling and had to 

work his way through the field to get back to his 

grid position and he felt he didn't get his tyres 

warm enough and spun through turn 3 on the 

first lap. However he was able to get going again 

passing Kyle on the 5th lap to finish in 4th.  Kyle with a loan of a camber bar from Doug was back out but still 

trying to finding the fastest line through some of the corners. While still not up there with the faster drivers he 

improved his time over the weekend with his fastest time in race 3 four seconds faster than his first race.  Todd 

lost the back end through turn 2 and spun off, tried to keep it going but it stalled. Paul, had replaced his clutch 

over night but both he and Liam stopped on lap 3.  

Race 4 Doug and Tim P took up where they had left off at the end of Saturday and spent the entire race swapping 

spots around the track and then trying to drag each other down the main straight.  Chryss still looking for some 

youth juice could only enjoy the show.   On the final corner Doug got his nose in front and held it in the drag 

down to the chequered flag to win by eight hundredths of a second. Chryss finished behind them with Liam next 

across the Line.  Tod, Greg and Kyle all had DNF's   Tod went to deep into turn 3 and spun off, Greg broke a chain 

and Kyle found the limits of his kart through turn 3 and also spun off.  



NGB Lights NGB Heavy and 85cc 

Race 1 Peter set a cracking pace right from the first lap 

with David (H) and Paul hot on his heels. Peter took 

1st in his class with David crossing right behind and 

also in first.  Paul locked up in turn 4 on lap  6 to avoid 

hitting Peter and although he continued he wasn't 

able to catch back up and finished behind David but in 

2nd    Ben was in the mix time but stopped on the 4th 

lap with chain and sprocket problems. Jeff was at the 

rear of this group but  Amber had improved her 

qualifying times by 4 secs and was looking to take 5th 

off him but a moment in lap 5 saw her loose time and 

she followed him over the line for 6th. Ricky pulled 

into the pits on the 3rd lap as his quick shift cable was coming out and didn't make it back out again.   

Race 2 Peter wouldn't have it all his own way in 

the 2nd race as the long break between races 

gave Ben time to go home and get a new 

sprocket and replace both it and his chain.  David 

balanced his wheels with 75 gms of lead and this 

stopped a vibration he had and gave him more 

confidence through the corners They had a three 

way battle throughout this race and they went 

three wide across the finish line with Peter 

beating David by 0.28 of a sec. and ahead of Ben 

by 0.8 of a sec.   Amber's time improved by 

another couple of seconds and she and Jeff were 

going wheel to wheel till the 6th lap when going 

into turn 4 Amber's clutch and she conveniently spun off to her right which allowed Tim Weier, who was coming 

up fast behind them, a clear path through the corner and continue merrily on his way.   Jeff was also able to avoid 

Amber and continue on to finish the race. Ricky fixed his quick shift cable and circulated finishing a couple of 

seconds behind him.  Paul did PB  of 1.27.1 on lap 2 and then  going through the  bump in turn 1 on the nest lap 

he did a full 180 before going backwards of the track with a bit of landscaping at the same time and was a 

spectator after that.   

Race 3 A good night sleep seemed have energised the NGB Light and Heavy class and it was on for young and old 

in this race between Peter, David and Ben with Paul with tacking onto the back of them. Tim lapped this group 

just before he took the chequered flag. Peter was very happy this happed as her was only 0.3 of a second in front 

of David and Ben. They weren't quite so happy as they both felt if they had one more lap, they would have got 

him.  Paul despite having a bit of a spin on turn two early in the heat was able to keep going and finished only a  



second behind them.  Amber and Jeff resumed their dice and this time Amber managed to get her nose in front 

as the cross the line but only just.  Good entertaining race all round.  Liam and Paul came together on the 4th lap 

and DNF.  Ricky discovered when he arrived at the track on Sunday, found that he had blown the base gasket. He 

felt he must have done it at the end of Race 2 and was unable to race on Sunday. 

Race 4 Last race of the weekend and it felt like the 

Lights and Heavy had saved the best for last with 

positions being swapping constantly for the entire 

race and so close to each other you could have 

thrown a blanket over them. An added excitement to 

the race was on the 2nd last lap. Tim in his 250cc 

kart past them down the back straight but the head 

stud snapped off his engine causing a coolant leak as 

well as a huge reduction in power and speed as he 

went into turn 3 so the Lights and Heavy suddenly 

arrive at turn 3 with Tim in the middle of it. Peter, 

Ben and David went to the left and Paul snuck 

through on the inside, all managed to pass him without incident. David made the most of this moment to stick on 

Peter's tail and managed to get beat him across the finish line by 0.2 second with Paul and Ben hot on their tails. 

Ben was very happy with his day. He set a personal best time in qualifying and then bettered it in both Race 1 and 

2. finishing with a PB of 1.27.2846.   Amber's Kart stopped from a mystery mechanical problem on the warm up 

lap and wouldn't restart.  

So ended another weekend of racing, lots of close and entertaining racing.  Good to see new members getting 

their karts on the track and adding to our numbers and we will be back in 4 weeks time at Lakeside for out last 

race meeting of the year. Look forward to seeing you all out there.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        



 

Queensland Superkart Club: How did you get 
involved in the club? 
 

A combination of things lining up really. David 
Dyson – He runs a couple of teams in the QLD 
SEK twin 4 stroke competition, and I drive in one 
of them. He mentioned he ran in the QLD 
Superkart Club events and I came out to 
Lakeside to watch – I was hooked instantly. An 
opportunity then arose to rebuild a 250 twin 
(which is always where I wanted to be). 9 
months later (or more) I finally had it on track 
for the first time at QR. It’s fair to say I’ve been 
bitten. 
 

 

QSC: What have you enjoyed the most while being part of the club? 
 

Everyone willing to lend a hand and provide some experience / advice. Not only have some members 
helped me substantially with advice through the rebuild, I’m pretty sure every member of the club 
helped me at some point over my first weekend. A good community, and look forward to contributing 
back as I become more familiar with the PVP & the Club.  
 

 

QSC: What class would you race if you had the option? 
 
Look. It is always going to be the 250 twin class.. Always. 
 

QSC: What are your future goals? 
 
In the short term, get some pace and consistency through as 
much seat time as possible.  I hear the competition could be 
very stiff next year so will have a lot to learn following them 
around the track I’m sure.  
 
In reality, I’m happy just to learn quickly, keep improving & keep 
it on the black stuff / minimise damage etc and meet a few good 
people along the journey. But I wouldn’t say no to a couple more 
wins along the way. 
 
 



QSC: What interests do you have outside of Superkarting?  
 
As in the introduction, I also race in the QLD SEK series under Dave Dyson which provides huge seat 
time for the bucks and some pretty talented drivers across the field. It has been a great series. Outside 
of karting in general, I am generally work focussed at the moment as I try and grow my business, so 
doing 200kph+ a few inches off the ground certainly helps to clear the mind! Any day at the track is a 
good day. 
 
 
 

 



First of all, to own three karts is way over the top and the amount of time spent to keep them in top order is 

countless. The COVID lockdown gave us a lot of time to work on the karts so there was certainly no sitting on 

hands in our camp. 

250 National 

This project started once Russell finished with the Stockman RS 250 

Honda. After a fair bit of effort to sell this as a complete rolling unit and 

with no success the decision was made to turn it into a 250 single. We 

were lucky that a guy in Germany saw our add to sell the RS Honda engine 

and since making contact with him we went on to sell him our second 

engine. I then also lined him up with Paul Stebs and Steve Cloaks RS 250 

Hondas as this guy was like the king of the Classic bike scene in Europe. 

Anyhow back to the story. We decided to go with Yamaha after seeing the 

success that the Williams team and Jordie Ford had. I saw an add in the 

USA for a 2018 4 hours old 250 Yamaha so I immediately bought it. When 

the engine arrived I was in shock to find that the engine was a 2002 

model, it had a cast iron sleeve fitted and the crank looked like it had been 

lying on the beach. The engine was just a pile of junk and I have been 

shafted before but not this bad. After some heated arguments I ended up 

sending the engine back and also lost a lot of money at the same time. We 

found another engine which was a Dan Lewis spare motor and set out on a development course to see how good 

we could make this set up. The barrel was sent to get ported, head modified, Redspeed pipe and a new ignition. 

 

The first day we tested the kart it all went like clockwork apart from 

a few minor gremlins but the main issue was that the chain was 

jumping over the sprocket. I overlook the fact that the axle sprocket 

was too far away from the bearing hanger which caused axle flex 

from the torque of the engine. What a pain!!!! We basically had to 

almost completely strip the whole kart down to make it have a 

three bearing axle. 

That is all complete now and because of not being able to get track 

time we have not had a chance give it another test session. We did 

manage to get the kart at QR into the low 1.18s but it has much 

more potential as on the test day one of the brakes was leaking, 

chain jumping, old tyres and the chassis needed a lot of 

adjustments. As soon as the next practice session becomes 

available, we are keen to make sure the kart is 100 % for the new 

owner.   

 



DYNO 

This project happened out of the blue as there was no Dyno for 

karts in Brisbane. Well, there was but it was locked up in Darryl 

Bertram’s shed and he was going to be away for a few years. 

The dyno is owned by Paul Snafe and when I contacted him about 

maybe selling it the answer was NO but was happy to get it up 

and running again. Paul was happy to have it available so the club 

could use it, but it has taken up to now to finally get it going. 

When I picked it up it was in very poor condition but after a lot of 

work got it back to looking good again. The brake system was 

completely seized and none of the software worked. Anyhow the 

brakes are all good again and with the help of Craig Philip we now 

have it up and running again. I am not sure I really wanted to go 

down this path but sometimes things kind of automatically 

happen. One thing I have learnt is that once you strap your kart 

on the dyno it’s not just a 30-minute job and you can spend hours 

or the whole day tweaking and adjusting or even blowing it up on 

the machine. It can be frustrating! 

 

 



ANDERSON DEA 250 INTERNATIONAL 

These karts are an amazing piece of gear and all the bragging rights go along with it for the incredible lap times 
they do. 
 
The garage maintenance on these machines really has to be thorough and it is definitely the case where the race 
in won from doing the garage work. 
 At the start of the year we ordered a set of Redspeed pipes and a Dave Harvey Motorsport airbox. 
As we have no Dyno available I had to make a trip to Tamworth down to Stockys to see if there was any 
advantage of the new pipes. You can not test an airbox on the dyno so had to leave that for the track. 
We did a dyno run with the DEA pipes first to get a base HP reading and then fitted the Redspeed pipes. The 
result was awesome with an increase of 10HP so we were quietly confident that when we went to Taylem Bend 
for the SKA nationals we were looking good. 
Fridays practice saw Russell do a low 1.49 so we knew it was all going our way considering we had old tyres on. 

New rings were fitted for Saturday qualifying and it all went pear shaped from there. To say motor racing is 

demoralizing is an understatement. One of the new rings broke destroying our good cylinder. We then chased a 

carby issue for two heats which turned out to be a fragment of fuel line rubber under the needle and seat and in 

the third race destroyed the gearbox. All that is fixed now and the gearbox issue was due to a fault in all the DEA 

engines where the main bearing in the gearbox breaks through the casing allowing the shaft to move sideways. 

The teeth would have only be touching a little bit causing the teeth to brake off. We are lucky that Wizzer came 

up with a solution to fix the problem by fitting a bearing with a circlip. I think by now every DEA in Australia would 

have had that modification done. A set of DEA crank cases costs around $6,500 so you have to work out ways of 

fixing up the old ones. 

Our spare motor has also just been stripped down (after we had just done a complete rebuild) to do the bearing 

modification. It was a case of spending $400 now or spending $4,000 later when things break. 

We were so much looking forward to going to Eastern Creek for round two of the Nationals as that is one of the 

best track layouts in Australia but then COVID popped its head up again. 

ANDERSON TM 125 

This has also become a real project after not being happy with the 

way the engine performed after I got it from England. The cylinder 

was sent away to Gary Treadwell to be modified and the ports now 

look like our DEA. Like a lot of others in Australia who run a TM we 

got a Redspeed pipe and RTD ignition to Match. It was all taken down 

to Tamworth to do Dyno runs and by the time we finished it was 

looking pretty good but a word of warning that a dyno run is quite 

different to running on the track. A dyno run lasts for about 10 

seconds and very unlike a high-speed run down the straight. 

Craig Phillip has played a major part in helping with the development 

focusing his knowledge on the ignition mapping. Development is a 

very hard road and requires a lot of knowledge and experience with 2 

strokes. We now have a collection of pistons with holes in the top  



 

 

 

and had to immediately make some changes. The 

squish had to be increased, the end of the pipe had 

to be remodified so as to not create back pressure, a 

new muffler was fitted and a combination of ignition 

maps have been tried. It now runs reliable but after 

all the work so far,  the lap times between the 

original set up and the all new modified set up are 

exactly the same. At least we have a base to start 

from now and have the next wave of mods in the 

pipeline. We have another ignition curve to try which 

is a simple modification and about to make up a pipe 

designed by Gary Treadwell. Development work is 

super exciting but only if you get the results. I think a 

younger driver may make a lot of difference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So as you can see the amount of work that has been done on all three karts in the Jamo camp over the last eight 

months has been enormous but we love what we do and love karting. We keep the karts in immaculate condition 

which also helps to find things which may have broken.  





125cc Gearbox kart.

Great Entry level kart see link for full details.

https://www.qldsuperkart.org/classifieds/topkart-tm-
125cc-gearbox

125cc Gearbox kart

Great Entry level kart see link for full details.

https://www.qldsuperkart.org/classifieds/superkart-125-
gb-cougar

2014 OTK chassis.
Recently fully stripped and rebuilt including fresh paint 
work. 
Machron 5
New Kart Stand
New Tyre Changing stand ( Never used)
New Tyre Tongs ( Never Used )
A set of wets and rims in Carry Bag.
OTK Brake Bleed tool.
Front Sprocket changing tools and locker.
Various Jets
Various Rear sprockets and chains
Another complete late model engine: Rotax Max 
including Battery Wiring Loom, Exhaust, everything 
ready to bolt into the kart and press start. 
Lap Transponder
There could be other items but whatever I have for 
karting will go the new owner.
$6000 firm
Contact Mark 0417868572

https://www.qldsuperkart.org/classifieds/topkart-tm-125cc-gearbox
https://www.qldsuperkart.org/classifieds/superkart-125-gb-cougar


85cc Gearbox karts for sale! See link below for more 

details.

https://www.qldsuperkart.org/classifieds/80-cc-
superkarts-sale

https://www.qldsuperkart.org/classifieds/80-cc-superkarts-sale


July Pop Quiz Answers 

1. Which Manufacturer was banned from the Australian Supercar Championship in the early ‘90s? 

Nissan. During 1991 & 1992 the Nissan GTR (Godzilla) was almost unstoppable, and when it was beaten it was 

usually by a Sierra. The governing body banned turbocharging and 1993 saw the introduction of Group 3A or 

what would eventually evolve into v8 Supercars.  

2. Who was Win Percy’s co-driver at the 1990 Bathurst 1000? 

Allan Grice. The pair won the race in a HRT VL Commodore. This would be Gricey’s second and last Bathurst win. 

His first came in 1986 in his famous Chickadee VK Commodore. 

3. Who was the first driver to win the F1 world championship? 

Giuseppe Farina won the first Formula 1 World Championship for Alfa Romeo in 1950 at Silverstone. He also won 

the first race of the new championship. Farina took the title over Fangio at the final race in Monza when Fangio’s 

car dropped a valve. Fangio would come back to win the title the following year. 

4. At which track did Niki Lauda suffer a near-fatal crash during the 1976 season? 

Nürburgring. Ironically a week out from the Grand Prix, Lauda lobbied his fellow drivers to boycott the race. He 

was concerned the track did not have enough safety measures including fire marshals and fire fighting 

equipment. 

5. On which make & model did Barry Sheene win his first 500cc world title? 

Suzuki RG500. He won five 500cc races on his way to the title and followed that up by winning six races to win 

back to back titles in 1976. After his racing career he became a household name as a motorsport 

commentator in Australia before losing his battle to cancer in 2003. 

1. In how many Formula One races did Larry Perkins race? 

2. Which driver has won the most Australian Superkart titles? 

3. Who was the first Australian to win the World Superbike Championship? 

4. How many Piston Cups did Doc Hudson win in the movie Cars? 

5. Who won the first Canberra 400 round of the V8 Supercars championship? 



August Pop Quiz Answers 

1. Which car holds the outright lap record at the Surfers Paradise International Raceway? 

The Veskanda C1. The car was designed and built in Australia by K&A Engineering. Originally powered by a 

mid-mounted 5.0L Chevy, it was later replaced with a 598HP Chevy when CAMS lifted the capacity limit to 

6.0L. John Bowe holds the record with a time of 1:04.3. 

2. How many times did Oran Park host the Australian Grand Prix? 

Twice. Oran Park first hosted the race in 1974, with Max Stewart winning in a Lola T330 Chevrolet. The Grand 

Prix was again held there in 1977. This race ended with a little controversy. Alan Jones crossed the line 40 

seconds ahead of Warwick Brown who drove a Lola T430 Chevrolet. However, Jones copped a 60 second 

penalty for jumping the start, handing the win to Brown. Jones ended up being classified as finishing 4th 

3. Where was the AMSCAR series run? 

Amaroo Park. The ATCC may have been the premiere touring car series in Australia at the time, but 

AMSCAR attracted a lot of the big teams and drivers. It was only held between ATCC rounds so a lot of the 

drivers could race and develop their cars while also giving their sponsors some extra air time as it was also 

telecast. The likes of Peter Brock, Dick Johnson and Allan Grice raced in the series. 

4. In which year did Allan Moffat first win Bathurst? 

1970. He won in a Ford Falcon XW GTHO. The 1st of 4 wins for him driving Falcons. Moffat drove Falcons 

and Mustangs, but left the Ford camp in 1981 to drive a Mazda RX-7. Moffat finished 2nd in 1983 and 3rd in 

1984, never winning the Great Race in anything other than an Aussie built muscle car. As it should be! 

5. Which driver is famous for never winning Bathurst (although he did deserve to)? 

Glenn Seton. Glenn competed in the race 26 times between 1983 and 2010. He is living proof that the 

Mountain can be cruel. In the 1995 race, he was leading with ten laps to run when he suffered engine failure. 

Had he won, there was an offer to take $30,000 or his dad’s Bathurst winning car.  He was 30 years old at 

the time and in a cruel twist it was also 30 years since his father won at Bathurst so the DNF was particularly 

cruel.  
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Australian American Racing still supplying Dunlop and Maxxis Kart Tyres for Superkart classes in 5" 
and 6" sizes, plenty of stock available.  
 
Contact us through FB Australian American Racing or australianamericanracing@gmail,com to 
order and arrange collections.   
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